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This handbook can be used as a source of inspiration to broaden youth work knowledge

and enrich non-formal education. It is open to all those involved in activities in all contexts

of promoting youth work (local, national, international). Most importantly, it is a workbook

created by the participants of the Design Your Impact training aimed to share their learning

experience. 

This manual is divided in two parts. The first part consists in workshops related to the

facilitator, including the preparation, delievery and after execution of activities. The second

part refers to understanding the group with whom the facilitator is working with.

Theoretical inputs and practical examples can be found in the instructions for each activity;

for specific activity related inputs a link to a source on that topic is provided in the

description.
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INTRO
 

This chapter contains exercises
focused on the preparation of the

facilitator before meeting the group,
through the improvement of their
self-awareness, planning, time-

management and leadership skills.



Identify 5 archetypes of facilitation style based on a model

Increase self-awareness on own strengths and improvement points in

facilitating

Support participants to place themselves in the provided model, in

order to find their own current style and identify how they can improve

to move into other styles

Connect their facilitation style with the vision/impact they want to

have as facilitators

Experience how to become more centred, and find balance according

to their style through embodiment (yoga positions)

Objectives:

Duration: 70 minutes

Venue: Preferably indoors, but could be done outside (instead of tape on

the floor, ropes to show the axes of the model)

Recommended Group Size:  10-30 people

FIND YOUR STYLE - THROUGH SELF-AWARENESS & EMBODIEMENT
08



Flipchart with the model (covered first, then revealed one by one)

Tape on the floor (representing the two axes of the model - front/back

+ emotional/rational

Props for the theatrical intro of the characters/archetypes (ruler,

books, glasses, tie, papers, laptop, calculator, blankets, balloons, ball,

plastic flower, chameleon tail/costume)

Yoga mats, candles

Music for the focus/meditation part

Materials:

Suggested context for this activity: Participants that require self-

awareness, but have a minimal level of experience in the field. For

example, teachers, trainers, coaches, mentors or facilitators that need to

explore their style.

FIND YOUR STYLE - THROUGH SELF-AWARENESS & EMBODIEMENT
09



FIND YOUR STYLE - THROUGH SELF-AWARENESS & EMBODIEMENT

Instructions:

Intro - A session to help you find your facilitation style with the help of some embodiment activites.

We are going to get to know some archetypes, some characters who are very typical facilitators. We are

going to show you the extremities based on two dimensions, as you can see on the floor. One dimension is

“the position of a facilitator”: on one end, we have people who prefer to be in the back and on the other end

we have the people that prefer to be in front of the group. The second dimension is the “way a facilitator

connects”: on one end there is the rational and on the other end there is the emotional.

First, let’s move to the corner of "in the front", a very rational character (the full group walks into the corner.)

Let’s see, who this character might be (one facilitator walks in, giving a short theatre play about the first

archetype - THE TEACHER.). After the play, participants are asked: What did you observe on this character?

10



FIND YOUR STYLE - THROUGH SELF-AWARENESS & EMBODIEMENT

Instructions:

The facilitator repeats the characteristics and adds if something is missing. Then a small discussion with

participants about the strengths and improving points (weaknesses). The process repeats with all 4

characters: TEACHER (front/rational), ACCOUNTANT (back, rational) MOTHER (back/emotional), CLOWN

(front/emotional). After the clown - Is there anyone missing?

The chameleon walks in. Have a small discussion about how you're most comfortable with the most typical

characteristics of your style, but what we aim to do as professional facilitators is to move into the middle, and

become a “chameleon”, who is able to adapt to group needs and situations, and change their style

accordingly.

11





PLANNING & TIME MANAGEMENT

Objectives: The objectives of this activity is to set plans and to share

strategies of time management through a case study derived from a daily

routine of a facilitator (to put the participants into the shape).

Duration: 1 hour and 15 minutes

Venue: Indoors (training room)

Recommended Group Size:  Dividing the participants into equal groups (in

this case four groups of six participants). In the case of bigger groups it is

recommended to divide the total number of participants into four to five

groups. For small groups (less than ten people), we ask the participants to

do the exercise individually.

Materials: Papers for scenarios and papers for the answers of each group,

flipchart, pens.

Suggested context for this activity: This session can be part of any

training for any kind of profession in the field of learing and development,

such as trainers, facilitators, coaches, etc.

13



Start with the introduction of the case study “A day in the life of Peter Runner”: Peter Runner is a Training

Manager and Facilitator at an educational institution. The institution has its headquarters in Ommen. He is

responsible for a team of three Facilitators.

Provide the instruction: “in these papers you can find two parts: the first is about how Peter Runner planned his

day; the second is about what really happened.

Please read the following and prepare your comments in 15 minutes by answering these three questions on

how Peter Runner could plan his day (WHAT? What do you think about Peter Runner’s day; WHY? What made

Peter Runner feel that the day ‘went to the wind’ in this way?; HOW? What advice would you give to Peter

Runner to improve his work during the day?)”.

After 15 minutes, in case the participants need more time allow them to have two extra minutes.

Harvest the answers from the groups by asking each group to share one advice they recommend and write it

on the flipchart.

Organize the collected advice from all the groups in a planned manner so that it goes hand in hand with the

four strategies of time management.

Instructions:

Welcome - Introduction of the session, topics and process of the activity.

Divide the participants in groups

PLANNING & TIME MANAGEMENT
14



The first range of answers goes with Prioritizing, the second with Planning, the Third with “Saying No” and the

last goes for Delegating.

Invite them to share more advice, in order to make sure that all the four strategies are covered.

Explain to the participants the rationale behind the classification on the flipchart, and then unfold the labels on

the spot near each divided group.

Give one tool by strategy:

1. Prioritising (urgent important model. More info:https://medium.com/swlh/how-to-master-your-priorities-with-

the-urgent-important-matrix-a7904de55266)

2. Planning (weekly schedule for facilitators)

3. Saying No. Structure of discussion:

 - Positive opening

- Saying no

- Silence

- Suggesting alternative

- Closing (explaining the next steps of implimentation of the alternative).

4. Delegating: the criteria on how to choose people is those who have high COMPETENCE and high MOTIVATION

should fulfill the task.

PLANNING & TIME MANAGEMENT
15





Identify Leadership styles in an experiential and playful way. Manager

(Authoritative) , Leader (Visionaire), Shared Leadership (Democratic)

Understanding the responsibility and impact of guiding a team

Define the strengths, weaknesses and best practices of each leadership style

Objectives:

Duration: 30 minutes

Venue: Indoors/outdoors, spacious, fitting for dancing

Recommended Group Size: 15 - 45 people

Materials: Flipcharts (with description of each style), speaker for music, timer,

balloons as a prize for each category, desk for the judges table, separating wall

Suggested context for this activity: This activity is destined for

teenagers/young adults when needed to show leadership skills (e.g. scouts,

school council, sports teams), teachers, trainers and mentors when they need to

collaborate or lead a group. team leaders and managers in a business context,

parental education. Regarding the phase of the program, this activity is

recommended for the norming and performing stages of group development..

SHARED LEADERSHIP
17



Instructions:

There are 3 facilitators, each one having a specific role during this activity. 1. judge, 2. reflection facilitator, 3.

board-writer/theory facilitator.

There are 3 stages for the audition, each stage represents a leadership style.

1. The presenter/judge introduces the rules of the game and the parameters with which the different teams will be

evaluated.

2. The facilitator invites participants to split into groups of equal size and to form a circle.

3. Round one - The manager: one participant stays out of the circle and, without taking part in the dance, instructs

the group on how to dance and what to do. Music plays for one minute and the team performs (suggestion for

music: classical).

4. The reflection facilitator invites the group to gather around for reflection on what happened, asking "How did you

feel? What works about this style? What doesn’t work about this style? When would this style be useful?"

5. The theory facilitator contributes to the session while completing the flipchat section related to the above

leadership style with the suggestions of the participants, and at the end he/she asks what sentence would be

more suitable to the above style. Management - “Go do This.”

The setting is an audition for a TV talent show, where participants are auditioning as dancing

groups. A judge is rating the level of creativity, variety and coordination of each team.

SHARED LEADERSHIP
18



6. Round two - The leader: the participant that was outside the circle, now joins in and directs the team from within

the circle, and starts the dance. They then decide who leads the dance but they're still the only one deciding what

participant does so (they're the only facilitator). Music plays for one minute and the team performs (suggestion for

music: energetic).

7. The reflection facilitator invites the group to gather around for reflection on what happened (same questions).

8. The theory facilitator contributes to the session while completing the flipchat section related to the above

leadership style with the suggestions of the participants. At the end they ask what sentence would be more

suitable to the above style. Leadership - “Let’s do This”.

9. Round three - Shared leadership: in silence, each group has to find their way to make sure they are meeting the

requirements of the challenge, without a leader and without talking. The team decides how to dance, there’s no

assigned facilitator. Music plays for one minute and the team performs (whatever music you find suitable).

10. The reflection facilitator invites the group to gather around for reflection on what happened (same questions).

11. The theory facilitator contributes to the session while completing the flipchat section related to the above

leadership style with the suggestions of the participants, and at the end asks what sentence would be more

suitable to the above style. Shared Leadership - “We are one.”

SHARED LEADERSHIP
19
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The following chapter contains
workshops focused on the delivery of

activities, the moment where the
facilitator meets the group. This section

supports facilitator in the improvement of
their intercultural awareness,

presentation and public speaking skills,
as well as further expanding their tool kit.



Objectives: Outline the main characteristics of clear briefing and best

practice when it comes to dos and don’ts.

Duration: 15 minutes

Venue: Any venue that can include: 20 to 30 people, flip chart, enough

space for moving around.

Recommended Group Size:  Any size as long is possible to work in pairs.

We suggest to limit the group size up to 30 as a larger number would

prevent people from participating actively.

Materials: Pen and paper

Suggested context for this activity: Any context that requires participants

to learn clear briefing such as management, group facilitation, event

planning, workshop management, etc.

Other recommendations: Ask the participants to write down on a piece of

paper anonymously what they found useful and what they missed out of

the session.

CLEAR BRIEFING - PRESENTATION
23



Instructions:

1. Explain what clear briefing is. Clear briefing is set by a clear objective and clear boundaries, A clear objective is

when you set a certain goal or a topic that you want to reach and stick to it until the end; clear boundaries are, for

example, setting a time limit and setting certain rules on what you can and can’t do.

2. Dos and Don'ts when creating a clear briefing. This is a collaborative exercise in which the facilitator draws

information from the group by questioning them. The important concepts that have to come up are:

- DOs: Keep it short, keep it clear, project the voice, share the right info at the right time, summarize at the end.

- DON’Ts: Don’t assume, stay away from jargon (Technical terms without explanation), avoid adverbs, don’t use

ambiguous statements, don’t overwhelm participants with details.

3. Activity: Ask them to finda partner and choose who will be A and who will be B. Based on the info mentioned

previously, ask them to write down a precise action that they want their partner to perform inside the room. First A

performs accourding to the written instructions. After the performance, B should verify if the action was performed

as they planned it to be performed. After A and B exchange the roles.

CLEAR BRIEFING - PRESENTATION
24





Objectives: To present the concept of differences and similarities among the countries and

cultures in different parts of the world. Highlighting both universal traits as well as visible

differences, it stresses the importance of deep awareness, broad perspectives and open mind

when approaching diverse cultures. It addresses both traits visible at the first glance and those

that are initially hidden and related to the core values, which may not be visible in everyday social

interaction. Moreover, it depicts three main branches of communication in the intercultural

context, embracing non-verbal, vocal and verbal aspects.

Duration: 30 minutes

Venue: Big room that allows free movement of participants.

Recommended Group Size:  20 - 30 people

Materials: 2 sheets of papers with written exercise instructions, flipchart, markers, prepared

music pieces (proposal: calm and happy for intro, Pirates of the Caribbean for the game, calm for

conclusion), loud speakers, extra: screens to divide the room

Venue: Big room that allows free movement of participants.

Suggested context for this activity: This simulation can be used for: youth exchanges, youth

educational projects, training courses, all activities in international groups.

INTERCULTURAL AWARENESS & CROSS-CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING
26



Instructions:

 Divide the whole group into 2 teams. Separate the teams in the way that they cannot see and hear the other

team

Give each team a paper with the description of their role. They will learn and practice the roles within their own

group for 2-3 minutes.

Team no. 1 - Unicorns:

You are afraid of touch and hugs. When you meet someone new you keep 2 meters distance from them and wave

your hand to say hello. Respect is important for you, including respect of your personal space. When someone is

touching you, you get scared and sit on the floor, and count: 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3,... Then you hide in the corners of the

room.

Team no. 2 - Cookie monsters:

You love hugs. Your group has a leader - please choose one person among yourself to play this role. When you

meet someone new, you give them a hug and enthusiastically say hello. When you hear someone counting 1, 2, 3,

1, 2, 3,... you run to your leader for help and initiate a tribe dance, during which you hold each other.

The facilitator explains shortly the exercise to the whole group, revealing that this will be a

simulation on the topic of intercultural awareness and begins with an imaginative story.

INTERCULTURAL AWARENESS & CROSS-CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING
27



The simulation script: Unicorns (team 1) inhabit the island and live peacefully. One day the group of Cookie

Monsters (team 2) arrives on the island and two groups meet each other for the first time. Facilitator turns on

the background music and allows the interaction between participants who play given roles. After 3-4 minutes,

the facilitator turns the music down and the simulation is stopped.

Group discussion: Facilitator asks about the experience. Based on the experience, the facilitator introduces the

concept of “The cultural iceberg” and fills it in interactivelly with the group. After that the facilitator introduces

the topic of the cross-cultural communication involving all its aspects - verbal, vocal and non-verbal and

encourages sharing of the personal stories and experiences of the participants.

The activity is concluded with stressing the importance of understanding the differences and concentrating on

common universal human values. The participants are then given space for their own reflections.

Other recommendations: Evaluation can be done based on the direct feedback from the participants. If there is

more time available, you can make the tribes invent their own strategies of handling the situations instead of giving

them the script.

INTERCULTURAL AWARENESS & CROSS-CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING
28





CHARISMA & PUBLIC SPEAKING SKILLS

Objectives: Defining a charismatic person, developing public speaking skills,

increasing awareness about the traits of the good leader.

Duration: 30 minutes

1) 2 min. video of exemplary charismatic person (i.e. Charlie Chaplin) - to illustrate

that charisma is not necessarily connected to verbal communication

2) Introduction of the topic (3 min)

3) Q&A about charisma (3 min)

4) Division in groups and group work (5min)

5) Presentation of groups (1 min presentation plus 2 min discussion)

6) Conclusion, debate, Q&A (3 min)

7) Evaluation (2 minutes)

Venue: A big room

Recommended Group Size:  20 people

Materials: Paper sheets, flipchart, markers, computer with music, projector, loud

speakers

30



Instructions:

1) The facilitator chooses the debate topic and presents it to the whole group.

2) Divide the group in 4 subgroups of around 5 people.

3) Give them prepared scripts of the role they should perform (i.e. type of

public speaker they should embody)

4) The group chooses a the presenter and receives 5 min. of preparation time

5) 2 min. presentation by the chosen person from each group

6) Comments and observations by the whole group are shared

7) Final guessing of the given role (type of leader)

Suggested context for this activity: The activity is supposed to strengthen the traits of a good leader and is

designed for all facilitators, teachers, actors, youth workers, or anyone working with groups.

Other recommendations: Prepare a place for the public speaker. Evaluation method- direct feedback from the

participants.

CHARISMA & PUBLIC SPEAKING SKILLS
31





Objectives: Exchange of tools between facilitators

Duration: 40 minutes

Venue: Works better indoors. Can be done in anyroom or place.

Recommended Group Size:  Maximum 40 people

Materials: Paper sheets; flipchart (optional); pens.

Suggested context for this activity: For projects with participants that are

facilitators, such as a training for trainers for example.

Other recommendations: Suggestions on possible topics: Reflection

tools, Playful Activities, Planning, Effective teamwork, Methodologies.

When writting the tools, participants can also write a short description in

front of it.

EXPAND YOUR TOOLKIT
33



Instructions:

Divide the group in smaller groups, with a maximum of 8 people in each group.

Give to each group a specific topic.

Then give an empty paper sheet to each group.

They will write in this paper all the tools/toolkits that they know about the topic that was given to them.

They have 8 minutes and after that time you rotate the topics between the groups.

Change X times depending how many groups they are, until every group has had every topic.

In the end, with the whole group together do a summary about every toolkit that the participants shared

between them.

EXPAND YOUR TOOLKIT
34
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This chapter contains activities to
support the facilitator in two main
aspects after the facilitation takes

place: a better understanding of how
to promote their work and how to

indulge in life-long learning.



Objectives: Understanding marketing's function; promote our job

as facilitators.

Duration: Total time 30 minutes

- Introduction 5 min.

- Theoretical part 5 min.

- Activity 10 min.

- Recap 2 min.

- Evaluation 5 min.

Venue: Training room

Recommended Group Size:  Maximum 30 people

Materials: Papers, flipchart, pens, markers, speakers for

background music

MARKETING & PROMOTION
38



Instructions:

Start by asking the group what is the definition of marketing and promotion

Talk about why marketing is important, the meaning of finding the target group in your services and ways to

promote your job as a facilitator ( especially on social media)

Activity: divide the group in sub-groups of up to 5 people. Give each group a paper, pen and a certain social

media (e.g. facebook, instagram, twitter, etc.). In 5 minutes the groups must come up with a post for their social

media that includes a caption, hashtags, pictures/videos, time of the post and the target group.

Suggested context for this activity: Facilitators, training courses, economical events, freelancers.

Other recommendations: Prolong the duration of a workshop if it's necessary so can each group present their

work and explain the strategy of social media after the activity.

MARKETING & PROMOTION
39





Objectives: Express the necessity of continuous learning; discover the

concept of the grow zone; maintain a continuous learning online

community with the participants

Duration: 30 minutes

Venue: Indoors preferably; outdoors in quite space

Recommended Group Size: 12 - 39 people

Materials: Flipchart, music, tape (to separate the comfort and growth

zones), floor mats/papers as stepping stones, papers for labeling the

zones (comfort, panic, learning, growth)

Suggested context for this activity: This activity can be part of any

training for any kind of profession in the field of learing and development,

such as trainers, facilitators, coaches, etc.. It is destined for anyone

interested in continuous improvement and development.

CONTINUOUS LEARNING 
41



Instructions:

This presentation consists in 3 parts:

1) The importance of continuous learning

One of the facilitators presents two examples of professionals to demonstrate the importance and necessity of

refreshing skills and knowledge. Examples of teachers and IT programmers.

 

2) The island of comfort zone

This is an energizer/game that provides an experiential learning on the concept of the comfort zone, and the work

and learning needed to move to the growth zone. All participants are on one side of the room that represents the

island of comfort zone, separated from the other side with a tape on the floor. They need to cross the “sea” with the

help of the floor mats/papers, stepping only on them, If they touch the ground - “sea”, they need to start from the

beginning. They can use the floor mats in any way they want. They have 3 minutes to reach the growth side.

After the activity, the facilitator presents the characteristics of the concepts of comfort, panic, learning and growth

zones. There is space for open sharing.

CONTINUOUS LEARNING 
42



Google drive folder for the 6 topics of the wheel of facilitation

3)  Continuous Learning Community

Build an online community with tools and resources that every participant can use for their facilitation learning

process. For example:

- Self Awareness

- Toolkit

- Logistics

- Communication

- Group Awareness

- Leading Reflections

2. Group Meeting for the next 6 months, focusing each month on a specific subject from the wheel of facilitation.

3. Creation of an Excel document with online learning platforms ( e.g. Udemy, Coursera, Skillshare, Domestika,

Masterclass, Linkedin Learning).

CONTINUOUS LEARNING 
43
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As facilitators, it is fundamental to
understand the group with whom we

are working with. In this chapter, insights
about how to better understand a group

can be found, such topics related to
emotional inteligence, intuition, conflict

management, and inclusion of
participants.



Objectives: Getting to know the concept of emotional inteligence,

realizing it's meaning and practical use in different life situations.

Duration: 30 minutes

Venue: Indoors; lecture hall/classroom

Recommended Group Size:  Maximum 30 people

Materials: 

Goleman, D. 1998. Emotional inteligence;

Mayer, J. D., Salovey, P. 1999. What is emotional inteligence

Suggested context for this activity: Adjust objectives to the group needs.

(age, culture, backround, work...)

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
47



Instructions:

 Activity starts with intro questions about emotional inteligence, difference between IQ and EQ and components

about EQ or EI.

Workshop - different life situations were presented to the participants in which they have to write down how

would they manage it when led by heart and led by head. They have 10 minute and after there is a discussion.

Mental map - presentation of mental map about EI and explaining it's components.

Advices - list of advices on how to develop your EI and how to use them in different life situations and

interactions with others in society and in facilitation work.

Conclusion - close the activity with some questions about EI and giving a recap of the information above.

Traits (emotions) that we do not like in others: Remember the traits (emotions), including physical ones, that

annoy you the most in other people, which you simply cannot stand. Highlight one trait that is first on the

ranking list of traits that irritates you in others (boredom, hatred, disgust, defiance, panic, jealousy, shame, pride,

sadness, lies ...) Put a percentage on each. Now answer yourself how does this trait irritate you? What happens

when someone possesses that trait? What has that got to do with you? Is there a way to prevent the negative

consequences of such behavior for you?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Other recommendations: Focus on specific emotions and experiences of the participants, for example:

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
48



Now, for a moment, imagine that you possess this trait to the extent that you do not like it in others. Fully enjoy the

role of a person (or remember some similar situation of yours when you had to react like that) who has that train.

How do you feel in that role? Be aware of your feelings and thoughts now. Remember what your parents said about

that trait ..., how they reacted when you had this trait, were defiant ... perhaps as a child ..., did they punish you in any

way for it ..., did they talk about it ...?

Imagine what others would think of you and how they would treat you, if you were, indeed, such a person. What

would you say to your partner? What, if any, would you benefit from that trait? Remember people around you who

possess that trait.. What is your relationship with these people? Remember your experience with these people. What

were the consequences?

Now step out of the role of the person who has that trait and be you again.. Estimate in percentages, how much of

this trait do you possess? Evaluate well..How do you feel about that percentage?

Does the opinion about that trait in any way limit you in your contact with others? Recheck the percentage by which

you assessed the existence of this trait in you. Is it now bigger than earlier? Would it be bigger if you didn't control

your behavior? Compare to the percentage at the beginning. What happened, what is different?

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
49





Put aside the conditionings and politeness that’s programmed in our minds and give space for pure

curiosity and honesty, connection with your bodies, intuition and each other.

Explore our boundaries (as facilitators) and notice how it feels in our body when we’re met with questions

that make us feel uncomfortable or ashamed; how it feels when these questions pop up in our head; how it

feels asking these “risky”, “impolite” honest questions; where in our bodies is this feeling present; how can

this be reflected in our boundaries; how can this be a strength of ours or hinder us (as facilitators); observe

judgements that pass through our mind when we hear people’s answers/when we ask our questions;

Identify and explore the difference when a question is coming from our head or from our intuition

Objectives:

Duration: Depending on group size, 5 minutes for each person + 5 to 10 minutes for reflection and sharing

Venue: Anywhere

Recommended Group Size: Flexible

Materials: Time keeping device, chairs (optional)  

Suggested context for this activity: when a group is forming - a get to know each other/ice breaker game in

smaller groups; when the group has normed as a deeper dive in getting to know each other, can be in larger

groups; as an activity to connect to oneself, observe inner thought process and subconscious judgements.
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Instructions:

In this activity we will have a chance to explore how it feels when our questions come from our intuition, and how it

feels when they come from our mind. As facilitators we should be familiar with our boundaries and how certain

things cause a certain reaction within us.  The goal for this activity is to give you the space to become curious,

connect with our bodies and each other, and take a look at our boundaries.

1) People group in groups of 3 with a bit of distance between the groups. One person is in the middle sitting on a

chair (optional) - the one that will answer - and the rest of the group, the ones that will ask questions, are in front of

them.

2) When it’s announced that they can start, the people have 5 minutes to ask the first questions that come to their

mind, without filtering and judging them - if they’re rude, stupid, too personal etc; as if curious children. No topic is

off limits. For example, do you have a mom and dad? Did you brush your teeth this morning? Where do you get

your hair cut? etc.

3) The person who is answering should answer only honestly, but, has the right to say no when they don’t want to

answer a question. After the 5 minutes are up, another person goes to the middle for 5 minutes, switching until

everyone in the group has had their turn to be questioned.. After everyone has had their turn, gather in a circle and

have a reflection and debriefing about it
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Group size: If used in the context of an ice breaker/with groups that are not too open/comfortable with each

other, it's recommended to group them in smaller groups like groups of 3 - same as with large groups; if

grouped in smaller groups then it’s more time efficient. For groups that have a natural connection and trust

between them then it could be done by grouping them in groups of 5 or 6 - it takes a longer time for everyone

to get their turn but it cranks up the heat a bit when more people are asking questions. In this case it's

recommended to give more than 5 minutes for asking questions.

Useful questions for reflection/closing: What happened? How did that feel? Where in your body did you feel

that? Can you connect that to situations in your life/your role as a facilitator? What did you observe in your

thought process? Were there any judgements popping up/did you pay attention to any judgements that

popped up? Can this be a strength of yours? Can this be something that can hold you down? How can you

implement this in daily life/your facilitator role? Did you feel like there was a different question behind that

question? Did you think that question is coming from the gut/intuition or from the head/mind?

 Feedback abou the activity can be given orally.

Other recommendations:
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CONFLICT MANAGEMENT & NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION

Objectives: Address inner strategies to deal with conflict; address conflict

management and non-verbal communication through theatre techniques;

empowering marginalized groups; raise awareness about the meaning of

conflict.

Duration: 1 hour

Venue: Indoor/outdoor

Recommended Group Size: 10 - 30 people (with more people, make

subgroups)

Materials: Flipchart, chairs, markers

Suggested context for this activity:

Group age: any (but especially teenagers and young adults)

Timing in a program: during the middle of a program (norming, performing

stages of group development). Can be done for any group in general but

brings more confidence when in a program.

Context: Erasmus+ projects, companies, schools, etc.
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Instructions:

2) Setting the context - Feedback on how they felt with our provoking (clear it was a simulation); how it changed

their state and emotions; how they felt with the conflicts between the team; how they felt with the direct conflict

with them; what does conflict mean to you?

3) BRIEFING THEATER (theatre of the oppressed) - Performance by the team, where participants will later be able

to take an active part in; performance about a real conflict that happened in a youth exchange.

4) THEATRE PERFORMANCE - 3 scenes depicting a conflict with 4 different roles (participants/volunteers; boss;

facilitator; snitch).

5) FORUM THEATRE - explore the theatre; what was happening; ask participants what they identified as conflict;

who they saw as oppressed and oppressors.

6) BRIEFING part 2 - Presenting the second part, how the participants will intervene in the theatre; ‘We will act the

exact same scenes; You can stop the theatre anytime with a clap and replace an actor/ess in a situation of being

oppressed, in order to experience the situation and deal with it differently, facing the oppressor.

1) Simulation - Scene of simulated conflict to provoke the audience (3 min.)
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7) THEATRE PERFORMANCE PART 2 - Theatre with the intervention of audience; ‘joker’ is facilitating the

intervention with questions (‘who do you want to change with’, ‘do you perceive the person as oppressed and why’,

‘how do you feel acting in that situation’, ‘what difference did you bring’, ‘did the rest of the audience perceived it as

a solution to the conflict’.

8) Reflection on theatre and exploration of the NVC method - TED (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=LSGfqyhleUA).

9) (if you would like to have feedback from your activity, it can be done in the following way) EVALUATION - Ask

participants to stand in the room and put themselves between two opposite sides, on a scale from 0 to 10

according to how much they liked the workshop, keeping in mind one compliment and one tip according to their

reason to position themselves. Then ask for a couple of people to share.

https://www.deepfun.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/Games-for-actors-and-non-actors...Augusto-Boal.pdf?

fbclid=IwAR0AmWyX8Wjsec4ZGCYKBNzevMvubbA0llyz07J2p21dYVgza4MBJ5Eb5-8 (book on forum theatre/

theatrical games).
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Objectives: To gain a better understanding of what inclusion is; to experience how it is to work in a group

that has exclusion, segregation, integration (and inclusion); to collect and share best practices on how to

be more inclusive when facilitating groups.

Duration: 1 hour

Venue: Big room that can be separated into two, or two smaller rooms (can be done outside as well)

Recommended Group Size:  15 - 30 people

Materials: Character cards for the activity, stopwatch, flipchart to make notes about tips for inclusion

Suggested context for this activity: This simple activity can be used with any target group (group of

young people, youth workers, volunteers), but the debriefing and closing need to be changed

accordingly. It can be a powerful activity to bring the participants into storming or strengthen their

norming stage.

Other recommendations: As the activity can bring up strong emotions, it is important to pay attention to

debrief it and make sure that participants have a safety mechanism to deal with their experience. Make

sure not to give the roles to participants who are already in a more excluded position.
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Instructions:

Intro (5min.): Context of the session: a session about inclusion, where participants can experience through an

activity what inclusion really means.

Instructions (5min.): You are going to have to plan a party (can be anything) in 10 minutes. Some group members

will have special roles, you will receive these from the facilitators after group division.

Group division (5min.): Divide participants into groups of 7-10. Separate the room, if needed. Give the character

cards to volunteers, and check if there is clarification needed. If not, start the timer with 10 minutes.

Character cards:

Activity (10min.): During the activity, observe what is happening to use for reflection. Remind them at 5 minutes

and 1 minute before the activity is over.

1. You don’t want to be in the group. When the activity starts, you leave the circle and go to a corner, turning your

back to the group.

2. You three have a common role: you ignore anyone with black clothes. If someone with brown hair speaks, you

start to laugh and whisper to each other.

3. You have great ideas and want to share them all. But you cannot speak English, so you speak on your native

language at all times.
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Debriefing (30min.): Make sure to bring participants out of the character by quick shaking and saying the activity

is over.

Combine the theory with their answers:

Tips for inclusion (5min.): Ask the group for tips on how people can be more inclusive in their work and write the

collected answers on a flipchart.

Examples of debriefing questions:

- What has happened? How did you feel?

- What were the roles? (Ask the ones with a character card to share their roles.)

- What strategies did you use to include the ones who were left out and why?

Exclusion - the first character

Segregation - the second characters (the group of 3)

Integration - the third character - if there was a translation or attempt to convince them to speak in English

Inclusion - if any of the characters were included with any strategies
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